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Streamline Cocktail Cabinet in Luxe High-Gloss Black Onyx
Reference:
MPD-007138
Description
1930's streamline design cocktail cabinet in luxe high-gloss Black Onyx with Birdseye Maple cocktail
service. The cabinet features all of its original accoutrement - the original lamp, original polished
chromium juicer, six original bakelite martini picks, original copper railing, original reverse painted
mirror with red stylized cocktail glass, martini picks and shooting star, and its original reverse etched
sliding glass doors on the display section below the bar service area that also feature the martini
pick motif with sweeping curves.
The cabinet has been refinished by our artisans into a stunning black high gloss beauty. It sports an
eye-catching streamline Deco design with its three-stepped design element on the top left and right .
This cabinet features a special bar service mechanism - featuring what we call a "triple mechanism
movement" - when the drop down bar service door is lowered the interior bar service moves outward
and upward at the same time, and the lid flips up. The original lamp automatically illuminates at the
same time. It is a very engaging bar service movement that mesmerizes people when they see it in
action. It is a very fluid motion.
The bar service area is lined in super desirable and beautiful Birdseye Maple, forming a stunning
contrast and complement to the deep black exterior. The drop down bar service door features a
beautiful bar motif mirror in the form of a reverse painted red martini picks. There is a very lovely
original glass door display area located underneath the bar service area with its reverse etched
design that repeats the bar motif seen on the drop down door. The display area is lined in plate glass
mirrors and has infinitely variable remote controlled LED lighting to enhance the display
characteristics. Liquor storage and barware storage are found behind the far left and right doors.
Four drawers, two on the upper left and right and two very large ones located at the bottom of the
cabinet, provide plenty of storage for bar paraphrenalia and service pieces. This cabinet is an
incredibly beautiful piece that just grabs your attention and won't let go!
And of course it has been refinished to our highest, smooth-as-glass, mirror-like finish on the exterior
and all of the interior in our luxe closed-grain high gloss Italian polyester finishsh. We have
standardized for the last several years on a very high quality and high-end finishing product from
Italy - it is extremely hard and resilient to bumps, bruises and scratches and is totally water and
alcohol impervious.
It is an expensive and skills demanding finishing product but this is Deco-Dence's hallmark ...
producing pieces that not only look fabulous today and can be used with peace of mind but that will
retain their drop-dead gorgeous looks for decades to come with just a little TLC and minimal effort.
This is a level of quality simply not found anywhere else but at Deco-Dence Gallery!

Price:
$13,500.00
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Main Image:
DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
Category: FURNITURE
Condition: Excellent, refinished to mirror like high polish
- Height: 39 1/4
- Width: 55
- Depth: 20
Dealer:

Deco-Dence Gallery & Studio

Dallas Design District
2260 Monitor Street
Dallas, TX 75207-6204 USA
214-744-DECO (3326) - Gallery
214-789-DECO (3326) - cell

More InfoCountry of Origin: United Kingdom
Material/tecniques: Black onyx stain, Birdseye Maple, reverse painted mirrors, etched glass

Deco-Dence Gallery and Studio
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